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BASIC LAW ON JUVENILE-IN-CONFLICT WITH 
LAW 

& 
LAW ON PROTECTION OF CHILDREN FROM 

SEXUAL OFFENCES

LAW ON JUVENILE-IN-CONFLICT WITH LAW- (Part-I)

1. A Study on selective provisions of Juvenile justice (Care and 
Protection of children) Act,2015  

The care and protection aspects in the Juvenile Justice Act are largely 

based on the doctrine of Parens Patriae. The Juvenile Acts have been 

enacted  to  meet  the  international  standards  prescribed  in  the 

Convention on Rights of the Child, United Nations Standard Minimum 

Rules for the Administration of  Juvenile Justice 1985, United Nations 

Rules for Protection of Juveniles Deprived of the Liberty, 1990. The 

juvenile Act, 2015 or we can say that the Juvenile Justice (care and 

protection of  children) Act,  2015 finally came into force from  15th 

January 2016.

2. ASPECT OF AGE OF JUVENILE:-

Prior to Juvenile Laws Juvenile Justice Act, 
1986.

Juvenile  Justice 
(Care  and Protection 
of  Children)  Act, 
2000 as well as 2015

Section 82 and 83 of  the Indian 

Penal Code

It  specifically  states  that  a  child 

below  the  age  of  seven  is “doli 

incapex”  that  is  incapable  of 

committing a crime. Nothing is an 

offence which is done by a juvenile 

Differentiation  of 

age  subject  to 

gender.  Under  the 

1986  Act  the  age 

limit for a boy to be 

a  Juvenile  was  16 

years and for  a girl 

it was 18 years.

The  Act  has 

increased the age of a 

child to be governed 

by  the  Juvenile  Act 

and  has  deleted  the 

difference  between 

the  male  and  female 

child.  All  children 
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above seven years of age and under 

twelve,  who  has  not  attained 

sufficient  maturity  of 

understanding  to  judge  the  nature 

and consequences of his conduct at 

that occasion.”

who  have  not 

completed the  age of 

18  years  will  be 

given  the  benefit 

under the Act. 

(i) Determination of age- 

Section 94. Presumption and determination of age.

(1). Where, it is obvious to the Committee or the Board, based on the 

appearance of the person brought before it under any of the provisions 

of this Act (other than for the purpose of giving evidence) that the said 

person  is  a  child,  the  Committee  or  the  Board  shall  record  such 

observation stating the age of the child as nearly as may be and proceed 

with the inquiry under section 14 or section 36, as the case may be, 

without waiting for further confirmation of the age.

(2). In case, the Committee or the Board has reasonable grounds for 

doubt regarding whether the person brought before it is a child or not, 

the Committee or the Board, as the case may be, shall undertake the 

process of age determination, by seeking evidence by obtaining —

(i). the date of birth certificate from the school, or the matriculation or 

equivalent  certificate  from  the  concerned  examination  Board,  if 

available; and in the absence thereof;

(ii). the birth certificate given by a corporation or a municipal authority 

or a panchayat;

(iii).  and  only  in  the  absence  of  (i)  and  (ii)  above,  age  shall  be 

determined  by  an  ossification  test  or  any  other  latest  medical  age 

determination test  conducted on the orders of  the Committee or  the 

Board:
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Provided such age determination test  conducted on the order of  the 

Committee or the Board shall be completed within fifteen days from 

the date of such order.

(3). The age recorded by the Committee or the Board to be the age of 

person so brought before it shall, for the purpose of this Act, be deemed 

to be the true age of that person.

Case Laws:

Sukhraj @ Raj v. State of Haryana, (Punjab and Haryana) : Law  

Finder  Doc  Id  #  1255106,  2018(3)  Law  Herald  2593  :  2018(4)  

AICLR 549 P&H, Held, for determination of the age of the accused, 

precedence  has  to  be  given  to  the  matriculation  or  equivalent 

certificates, if available and it is in the absence thereof that the date of 

birth certificate from the school first attended and thereafter the birth 

certificate given by a corporation, municipal authority or Panchayat, is 

to  be  considered  -  In  the  absence  of  either  of  the  above,  medical 

opinion can be sought by the Court to assess the age of the accused.

I  n     Parag Bhati (Juvenile) thr  ou  gh Legal Guardian-Mother- Rajni   

Bhati  v.  State  of  Uttar  Pradesh  (SC)  2016(2)  R.C.R.(Criminal) 

1031,     The  Hon'ble  Apex  Court  further  examined  the  criteria  of 

determining the age of an applicant and held that: if the Board comes to 

the conclusion that  the date  of  birth  mentioned in  the matriculation 

certificate raises some doubt on the basis of material or evidence on 

record, it  can seek medical  opinion from a duly constituted medical 

board to determine the age of the accused person claiming juvenility. 

Only in cases where those documents or certificates are found to be  

fabricated or manipulated, the court, the Juvenile Justice Board or the  

committee need to go for medical report for age determination. It is no 

doubt true that if there is a clear and unambiguous case in favour of the 

juvenile-accused that he was a minor below the age of 18 years on the 

date of the incident and the documentary evidence at least prima facie 
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proves  the same, he would be entitled to the special protection under 

the JJ Act. But when an accused commits a grave and heinous offence 

and thereafter attempts to take statutory shelter under the guise of being 

a minor, a casual or cavalier approach while recording as to whether an 

accused  is  a  juvenile  or  not  cannot  be  permitted  as  the  courts  are 

enjoined upon to perform their duties with the object of protecting the 

confidence  of  common  man  in  the  institution  entrusted  with  the 

administration of justice.

In conclusion, it can say that the Act of 2015, section 94 

deals with the question of age determination. Section 94(2)(i) slightly 

changes the scheme of priority. Now birth certificate from the school is 

given preference over the matriculation certificate.

3.  Bail- Section 12 deals with Bail.

 
It is settled that in view of Section 12 of the Act, the nature 

of offence alleged to have been committed by a juvenile is not to be 

seen and granting of bail to a juvenile is mandatory,  with or without 

surety.  Bail  can only be declined if  there are reasonable grounds to 

believe that his release is likely to bring him in association with any 

known criminal  or  expose  him to  moral,  physical  or  psychological 

danger or that his release would defeat the ends of justice.

- When such a person is not released on bail, he shall be kept 

in observation home or place of safety, as the case may be.

- Where a CCL is unable to fulfil the conditions of bail order 

within seven days, such person shall be produced before Board for 

modification of the conditions of bail. (Section 12 (4))

In Jashan Singh Vs State of Punjab, CRR 1076-2020 (O&M), 

date  of  decision  18.08.2020  by  Hon'ble  High  Court  of  Punjab  & 

Haryana,  Gaurav  Versus  State  of  Haryana  2016(2)  Law  Herald 

1549 &    Bittu  v.  State  of  Haryana,  2015(2)  RCR (Crimnal)  316  ,   

from the bare reading of the provisions of Section 12 of the Act,  it 

https://indiankanoon.org/doc/1836662/
file:///home/ubuntu/C:/LawFinder/Libed/Trans/cache2/659003.xml
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appears  that  the  intention  of  the  legislature  is  to  grant  bail  to  the 

juvenile irrespective of the nature or gravity of the offence, alleged to 

have been committed by him and the same can be declined only in case 

where reasonable grounds are  there for  believing that  the release is 

likely  to  bring  him  into  the  association  of  any  known  criminal  or 

expose  him  to  moral,  physical  or  psychological  danger  or  that  his 

release  would  defeat  the  ends  of  justice.  Meaning  thereby,  as  per 

aforesaid provision, a juvenile can be denied the concession of bail, if 

any of the three contingencies specified under Section 12(1) of the Act 

is available.

(i) Anticipatory bail:

'Whether  the  anticipatory  bail  application  of  juvenile  in 

conflict with law is maintainable under Section 438 Cr.P.C',

 
In  K. Vignesh Versus State  Rep.  By the  Inspector of 

Police, C-3, Seven Wells, police station Chennai-600079 (Criminal 

original petition No. 22361 of 2015) decided on 18.04.2017, Hon'ble 

Court of Judicature at Madras (Division Bench) held that as child in 

conflict with law cannot be arrested, so, child in conflict with law need 

not  to  apply  for  anticipatory  bail  under  section  438  Cr.P.C.  The 

legislature has consciously did not empower the police to arrest a child 

in conflict with law. Thus, an application filed by a child in conflict 

with law seeking anticipatory bail under Section 438 Cr.P.C is not at all 

maintainable. 

In  Ashokpreet Singh @ Showpreet Singh Versus State 

of  Punjab  (CRM-M  40284  of  2017)  decided  on  20.12.2017, our 

Hon'ble High court held that there is no provision in Section 438 Cr.P.C 

for grant of anticipatory bail  to the juvenile/petitioner, therefore,  the 

case  of  the  petitioner  has  to  be  dealt  with  under  the  provisions  of 

section 12 of Juvenile Justice (Care and Protection of Children) Act, 

2015. 
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In  Krishan Kumar Minor through his  mother versus 

State  of  Haryana  (CRM-M-19907-2020)  dated  20.07.2020,   our 

Hon'ble High Court held that the petitioner was found maintainable and 

petitioner who was juvenile had been directed to join the investigation 

by contacting the Investigating Officer within seven days and render all 

sorts of cooperation. The petitioner was to surrender his passport before 

the  Investigating  Officer,  if  he  has  got  one,  otherwise  to  furnish 

affidavit in that regard. If, in the meanwhile, juvenile in conflict with 

law was to be arrested, he was to be released on bail to the satisfaction 

of the Investigating Officer/Arresting Officer. 

In  Piyush  minor  through  his  natural  mother  Smt. 

Nirjmala Devi wife of Shri Narender Vs. State of Haryana (CRM-

M-21406-2021) decided on 05.07.2021, our Hon'ble High Court held 

that the applicant seeking anticipatory bail under section 438 Cr.P.C at 

the instance of a child in conflict with law is not maintainable. The 

language of  Section 12 of  the Act  would show the intention of  the 

legislature in safeguarding the welfare of juvenile wherein it mandates 

the production of the child before the Board. The underlying purpose of 

the  scheme  appears  to  be  that  legislature  wanted  the  personal 

interaction of the juvenile with the board before arriving at a decision 

regarding his bail. On the other hand such a provision do not have any 

place  under  Section  438  Cr.P.C  and  hence  safeguard  provided  to  a 

juvenile is  automatically bypassed. Even otherwise the act  mandates 

the  provision  of  granting  the  bail  to  a  juvenile  in  bailable  or  non 

bailable  offence  notwithstanding  anything  contained  in  Cr.P.C.  The 

Petition  under  Section  438  Cr.P.C  on  behalf  of  the  juvenile  is  not 

maintainable  and  petitioner  is  at  liberty  to  seek  his  remedy  in 

accordance with law. 

In  Jatin  versus  State  of  Haryana  (CRM-M-17856  of 

2020) decided on 11.08.2020, our Hon'ble High Court held that there is 

apparent conflict in the interpretation given by the benches of the co-

ordinate  strength  which  in  spite  of  the  best  efforts  could  not  be 
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reconciled. Different High Courts have also interpreted the provisions 

in a diametrically opposite manner. Thus, the matter be placed before 

the  Hon'ble  Chief  Justice  for  constituting  a  Bench  of  appropriate 

strength for resolving the difference. 

4. JUVENILE JUSTICE BOARD:

The Board shall consist of a MM or JMIC and two social 

workers.  The Board  have  exclusive  jurisdiction  to  deal  with all  the 

proceedings  relating  to  juvenile  in  conflict  with  law.  The  power 

conferred  on  the  Board  may  also  be  exercised  by  the  High  Court, 

Children's Court and the Court of Session, when the proceeding comes 

before them in appeal, revision or otherwise. The Board shall meet at 

such  time  and  observe  such  rule  of  provision  in  regard  to  the 

transaction of business at its meeting, as may be prescribed. A child in 

conflict with law may be produced before an individual member of the 

Board  when  the  Board  is  not  sitting.  There  shall  be  at  least  two 

members including the Principal Magistrate at the time of final disposal 

of the case or at the time of passing any order under Section 18(3) of JJ 

Act, 2015. The opinion of majority shall prevail in the event of any 

difference of opinion among the members of the Board in the interim 

or final disposition of the case, but where there is no such majority, the 

opinion of Principal Magistrate shall prevail. 

5. MANNER OF ENQUIRY:

Every child shall  be presumed to be an innocent of any 

mala fide or criminal intent. Every child shall have a right to be heard 

and to participate. All decisions regarding the child shall be based on 

primary consideration that they are in the best interest of the child and 

to help the child to develop full potential. Every child shall have a right 

to protection of his privacy and confidentiality. On the apprehension of 

a  child  in  conflict  with  law,  the  concerned officer  shall  inform the 

parents/guardian  of  such  child.  The  enquiry  to  be  conducted  by 

adopting the procedure of  trial for summon cases. The enquiry shall 
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be completed within the period of four months from the date of first 

production of the child before the Board, unless the period is extended, 

for a maximum period of two more months by the Board, having regard 

to  the  circumstances  of  the  case  and  after  recording  the  reasons  in 

writing  for  such  extension.  For  serious  or  heinous  offences,  the 

extension of time for completion of enquiry can be granted by CJM for 

reasons  to  be  recorded  in  writing.  Cases  of  petty  offences  shall  be 

disposed of through summary proceedings. 

6. PRELIMINARY  ASSESSMENT  INTO  HEINOUS
OFFENCES BY THE BOARD:

 As per the latest amendments made in the Juvenile Justice 

Act, the offences are categorized in petty offences, serious offences and 

heinous  offences.  As  per  section  2(33)  of  JJ  Act,  2015,  the  term 

“heinous  offences”  includes  the  offences  for  which  the  minimum 

punishment under the IPC or any other law for the time being in force 

is imprisonment for seven years or more. Here is a Gray area left by the 

legislature because the term 'serious offences' includes the offences for 

which the punishment is imprisonment between three to seven years. 

Hence,  the offences  wherein  the  minimum punishment  is  not  seven 

years and can be enhanced for more than seven years do not fall in any 

of the definition i.e. 'heinous offence' or 'serious offence'. As per the 

literal interpretation to be given to the definition of heinous offence 

prescribed in section 2(33) of JJ Act, 2015 and while considering the 

beneficial nature of the Act in favour of the juvenile, only the offences 

for which the minimum punishment is seven years or more shall  be 

considered as 'heinous offences' for recommending the trial of the child 

as an adult. 

The second aspect of the preliminary assessment is the age 

of the juvenile at the time of commission of offence. Only the child 

who has completed the age of 16 years can be sent to the Children's 

Court for further trial if he has committed the 'heinous offence'. 
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The  Board  shall  make  the  preliminary  assessment  with 

regard to-

(i) The mental  and physical  capacity of the child to commit the  
offence;

(ii) His ability to understand the consequences of the offence;

(iii) The circumstances in which the child allegedly committed the  
offence:

To make the preliminary assessment, the Board may take 

the assistance of experienced psychologist or psycho-social workers or 

other experts. The order of preliminary assessment is appeal-able under 

section 101(2) of the Act, 2015. The preliminary assessment shall be 

made within three months from the date of first production of the child 

before the Board. After making the preliminary assessment, the Board 

is required to pass an order under section 18(3) of Act,  2015 to the 

effect as to whether there is need of trial of such child as an adult by 

the Children's Court or the child is to be tried by the Board only. 

7. POWER OF CHILDREN'S COURT

After  receipt  of  preliminary assessment  from the Board, 

the Children's Court may decide as to whether there is need of trial of a 

child as an adult or not. If the Children's Court decides that there is no 

need of trial of the child as an adult, it may conduct an enquiry as a 

Board. In case, the Children's Court chooses to act as a Board, it can 

pass  any  dispositional  order  in  accordance  with  the  provision  of 

Section  18.  In  that  case,  it  shall  follow  the  procedure  for  trial  in 

summon cases. 

In  case,  it  chooses  to  try  the  child  as  an  adult,  it  shall 

conduct the trial by adhering with tenets of fair trial and maintaining a 

child friendly atmosphere.  As per rule 13(8)(i), the Children's Court 

shall  follow  the  procedure  prescribed  of  trial  by  Sessions  while 

maintaining a child friendly atmosphere. The only rider imposed by 
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section 21 is that  the child cannot  be sentenced to death or  for  life 

imprisonment without the possibility of release. The Children's Court 

shall ensure that the child who is found to be in conflict with law is sent 

to a place of safety till he attains the age of 21 years and thereafter, the 

person can be transferred to a jail. The Children's Court or the Court of 

Session can also take the assistance of experienced psychologist and 

medical specialist other than those whose assistance has been obtained 

by the Board in making the preliminary assessment while entertaining 

an appeal under section 101 (2) of Act, 2015. Where an appeal has been 

filed  under  section  101(2)  of  the  Act  against  the  finding  of  the 

preliminary assessment done by the Board, the Children's Court shall 

first decide the appeal as per rule 13 of the Act. The Children's Court 

shall record its reasons while arriving at a conclusion whether the child 

is to be treated as an adult or as a child. 

8. FINAL DISPOSITIONAL ORDER:

When  the  Board  finds  that  a  child  has  committed  the 

offence, it can pass the following orders:

(i) It  can  allow the  child  to  go  home after  advice  or  admonish  

him by following appropriate enquiry and counseling to such  

child and his parents or the guardian;

(ii) Direct the child to participate in group counseling and similar  

activities;

(iii) Order  the  child  to  perform  community  service  under  the  

supervision of a specified person or institution;

(iv) Order the child or parents or the guardian of the child to pay  

fine  provided  that,  in  case  the  child  is  working,  it  may  be  

ensured the provision of any labour law for the time being in  

force are not violated;
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(v) Direct the child to be released on probation of good conduct  

and placed him under the care of parents/guardian/fit person on 

executing a bond by the said parents/guardian/fit person, with or 

without surety, for any period not exceeding three years;

(vi) Direct the child to be sent to a special home for such period  

not exceeding three years  for  providing re-formative services  

including education, skill development etc to the child. If the  

conduct and behavior of the child has been such that, it would 

not be in the child's interest, or in the interest of other children 

housed in a special home, the Board may send such child to the 

place of safety.

All  dispositional  orders  shall  necessarily  include  an 

individual care plan to be prepared by a Probationer Officer or Child 

Welfare Officer or a recognized voluntary organization on the basis of 

interaction of the child or his family. 

9. SPECIAL  PROVISIONS  FOR  THE  CHILD  AFTER
CONCLUSION OF INQUIRY:

1. Proceedings  under  Chapter  VIII  of  Cr.P.C  i.e.  security  for  

keeping the peace and good behaviour (running from section  

106 to 124 Cr.P.C) cannot be initiated against a child. 

2. The child cannot be jointly tried with a person who is not a  

child in any proceeding.

3. No disqualification shall  attach with a child who is found to  

have  committed  any  offence.  However,  the  child  who  has  

completed  the  age  of  16  years  and  found  guilty  by  the  

Children's Court  under  Section  19(1)(i),  the  privilege  of  

removal of disqualification will not be available to him. 

4. The  record  of  conviction  shall  be  destroyed  after  expiry  of  

period of appeal or after a period of seven years by the person-
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in-charge  or  Board  or  Children's  Court  except  in  case  of  a  

heinous  offence  where  the  child  has  been  convicted  by  the  

Children's Court under Section 19(1)(i). 

10. DO AND DON'T:

In no case, the juvenile can be lodged in police lock up or 

in  a  jail.  No  hand  cuffing  of  the  juvenile  can  be  permitted.  The 

functionary  shall  strictly  avoid  use  of  adversarial  accusatory  words 

such  as  arrest,  remand,  accused,  charge  sheet,  trial,  prosecution, 

warrant, summons, conviction, inmate, delinquent, neglected, custody 

or jail in the processes pertaining to the child or juvenile in conflict 

with law. The police officer shall not come in police dress before the 

Board.  The  proceedings  of  the  Board  shall  not  be  conducted  while 

sitting on the dais. The child friendly atmosphere shall be followed. In 

case, the interrogation or recovery is to be done at the instance of the 

juvenile,  he can be sent  in the protective custody of  a fit  person to 

accompany  the  investigating  officer  but  he  cannot  be  remanded  to 

police custody at all. 

11. CHILD CARE INSTITUTIONS:

1. Section 47- Observation Homes- These homes are used to kept the 

child during pendency of enquiry under the Act. 

2. Section 48. Special homes-The State Government may establish and 

maintain  either  by  itself  or  through  voluntary  or  non-governmental 

organizations, special homes, which shall be registered as such, in the 

manner as may be prescribed, in every district or a group of districts, as 

may be required for rehabilitation of those children in conflict with law 

who are found to have committed an offence and who are placed there 

by an order of the Juvenile Justice Board made under section 18.

3. Section 49- Place of safety- The State of Government shall set up at 

least one place of safety in a State. At this place, the person above the 
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age of 18 years or the child in conflict with law, who is between the age 

of 16 to 18 years and is facing enquiry or convicted for committing an 

heinous offence can be placed. 

The  State  Government  may,  by  rules,  provide  for  the 

management and monitoring of special homes, including the standards 

and  various  types  of  services  to  be  provided  by  them  which  are 

necessary  for  social  re-integration of  a  child,  and the circumstances 

under which,  and the manner in which,  the registration of  a special 

home may be granted or withdrawn.

The rules made under sub-section (2) may also provide for 

the segregation and separation of children found to be in conflict with 

law on the basis of age, gender, the nature of offence committed by 

them and the child’s mental and physical status.

12.  APPEAL:

No appeal shall lie from any order of acquittal made by the 

Board in respect of a child alleged to have committed an offence other 

than the heinous offence by a child who has completed or above the 

age of 16 years. No second appeal shall lie from any order of the Court 

of Sessions passed in appeal. All other orders of the Board are appeal-

able before the Court of Sessions within 30 days from the date of such 

order. The appeal against the order of Children's Court lies before the 

High Court.

…................................



Law on Protection of Children from Sexual Offences
(PART-II)

1. Introduction :-

Parliament  with  a  view to  provide  more  deterrent  effect  on  the 

offenders of  sexual  offences,  legislated a new Act called Protection of 

Children from Sexual Offences Act in the year 2012 which came into 

effect from 14.11.2012. The POCSO Act 2012 is a comprehensive law to 

provide for the protection of children from the offences of sexual assault, 

sexual harassment and pornography, while safeguarding the interests of 

the  child  at  every  stage  of  the  judicial  process  by  incorporating  child 

friendly  mechanism for  reporting,  recording  of  evidence,  investigation 

and  speedy  trial  of  offences  through  designated  Special  Courts.  Goa 

Children’s Act 2003 was the only specific piece of child abuse legislation 

before the Act of 2012. This Act is gender neutral law wherein the law 

takes cognizance of Sexual Crimes committed against both girls and boys 

under the age of 18 years.

2. Definition of Child :-

The Act defines a child as any person below eighteen years of age, 

and regards  the  best  interests  and well-being of  the  child  as  being of 

paramount  importance  at  every  stage,  to  ensure  the  healthy  physical, 

emotional, intellectual and social development of the child.  The Hon'ble 

Apex Court has  interpreted section 2(d) with respect to “mental age” of 

victim in case titled  Ms. Eera through Dr. Manjula Krippendorf Vs. 

State (Govt. NCT of Delhi) and Anr. Law finder Doc. Id#882075, the 

Hon'ble  Apex  Court  has  held  that  a  child  would  be  a  person  who  is 

physically under the age of 18 years and not a person who is mentally 

under the age of 18 years.  The Hon'ble Apex Court has observed –  “A 

reading of the Act as a whole in the light of the statement of objects and 

reasons thus makes it clear that the intention of the legislator was to focus 

on children, as commonly understood i.e. person who are physically under 

the age of 18 years”.
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3. Purpose/Object of this Act :-

(I) To provide protection to all children from the offences of 
sexual assault, sexual harassment and pornography.

(ii) To provide for establishment of Special Court for trial of 
offences under this Act.

4. Corresponding Provisions under Indian Penal Code (IPC) :-

(a) Rape-Sec. 376, 376A to 376 E IPC

(b) Molestation-Sec. 354, 354A to 354D IPC

(c) Sexual Harassment-Sec. 509 IPC

5. Punishments :-

This  Act  prescribes  stringent  punishments,  as  envisaged  in 

Sections 4, 6, 8, 10 & 12, graded as per the gravity of the offence, 

ranging from three years with fine, as prescribed under Section 12 of 

the Act, with death even, as prescribed under Section 6 of the Act.

6. Section 33 of the Act, pertaining to Procedure and Powers of 
Special Court, in particular Section 33 (7) of the Act :-

It envisages that Special Court shall ensure that the identity of 

the child is not disclosed at any time during the course of investigation 

or trial: 

Provided  that  for  the  reasons  to  be  recorded  in  writing,  the 

Special  Court  may  permit  such  disclosure,  if  in  its  opinion  such 

disclosure is in the interest of the child.

Explanation – For the purpose of this sub-section, the identity of 

the  child  shall  include  the  identity  of  the  child’s  family,  school, 

relatives,  neighbourhood,  or  any  other  information  by  which  the 

identity of the child may be revealed. 

If the aforesaid language of the said sub-section is perused, in 

which  the  words  ‘at  any  time  during  the  course  of  investigation’ are 
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written, then it is also the duty of the Court of Magistrate dealing with 

the first remand of the accused that the said particulars of victim are not 

revealed  anywhere.   It  is  the  duty  of  the  Court  to  ensure  that  the 

investigating officer has hidden all the said particulars of the victim in 

the remand papers, so that the same are not disclosed publically. The 

Court of Magistrate shall also ensure that while recording statement of 

child  under  Section  164  Cr.P.C.,  full  name  of  victim  etc.  is  not 

mentioned. 

7. Section 25, Recording of statement of a child by Magistrate :-

(1)  If  the  statement  of  the  child  is  being  recorded  under 

section  164  of  the  Code  of  Criminal  Procedure,  1973  (2  of  1974) 

(herein  referred  to  as  the  Code),  the  Magistrate  recording  such 

statement shall, notwithstanding anything contained therein, record the 

statement as spoken by the child:

Provided that the provisions contained in the first proviso to sub-

section  (1) of  section  164  of  the  Code  shall,  so  far  it  permits  the 

presence of the advocate of the accused shall not apply in this case. 

(2) The Magistrate shall provide to the child and his parents or 

his representative, a copy of the document specified under section 207 

of the Code, upon the final report being filed by the police under section 

173 of that Code.

So  Section  25  of  POCSO  Act lays  down  the  procedure  of 

recording statement of a child by a Magistrate. The language of section 

25,  POCSO Act  lays  down a  further  qualification  applicable  to  the 

statements recorded under Section 164 Cr.P.C. in relation to the child 

victims under the POCSO Act. It mandates that the statement of the 

child would be recorded as ‘spoken by the child’.

During the common procedure and working of the courts, it is 

found that some Magistrates record the statement of the child either in 

English or any language of their own diction to express what the child 

has said. This modification in approach by the Magistrate carries a risk 

of changing the very originality of the statement as was given by the 
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child. Sometimes Magistrates may feel that language used by a child in 

his statement is not a perfect form of language or it is rather a slang 

than being the standardized form of the language.  So, in order to bring 

the level of sophistication in the statements, the Magistrates are lured to 

edit  the  syntax  of  the  sentences  used  by  the  child.  They  also  use 

standardized synonyms for the specific words used by the child in his 

statement. This change of syntax and the words may sometime help the 

defence to take a stand that the statement was a modification from the 

original statement and that the original statement was not available on 

record and that this modified statement, as recorded by the Magistrate, 

is an improved version of the description given by the child.

The Hon’ble Supreme Court in  R. Shaji Vs. State of Kerala, 

delivered on 4 February, 2013  (2013) 14 SCC-266 summed up the 

entire law on this point. It has been held:

“Evidence given in a court under oath has great sanctity, which 

is why the same is called substantive evidence. Statements under 

Section  161  Cr.P.C.  can  be  used  only  for  the  purpose  of  

contradiction and statements under Section 164 Cr.P.C. can be 

used for both corroboration and contradiction.  In a case where 

the Magistrate has to perform the duty of recording a statement 

under Section 164 Cr.P.C., he is under an obligation to elicit all 

information which the witness wishes to disclose, as a witness  

who may be an illiterate, rustic villager may not be aware of  

the purpose for which he has been brought, and what he must  

disclose in his statement under Section 164 Cr.P.C. Hence, the  

Magistrate  should ask  the witness explanatory questions and  

obtain all possible information in relation to the said case”.

8.    Section 26, Additional provisions regarding statement to be  
recorded :-

(1) The Magistrate or the police officer, as the case may be, 

shall record the statement as spoken by the child in the presence of the 
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parents of the child or any other person in whom the child has trust or 

confidence.

(2) Wherever necessary, the Magistrate or the police officer, 

as  the  case  may  be,  may  take  the  assistance  of  a  translator  or  an 

interpreter, having such qualifications, experience and on payment of 

such fees as may be prescribed, while recording the statement of the 

child.

(3) The Magistrate or the police officer, as the case may be, 

may, in the case of a child having a mental or physical disability, seek 

the assistance of  a  special  educator  or  any person familiar  with the 

manner of communication of the child or an expert in that field, having 

such qualifications, experience and on payment of such fees as may be 

prescribed, to record the statement of the child.

(4)  Wherever possible, the Magistrate or the police officer, as 

the case may be,  shall  ensure that  the statement of the child is also 

recorded by audio-video electronic means.

So Section 26 of POCSO Act makes special provisions for the 

recording of statement of the child if it is recorded by a Magistrate or a 

police  officer  vis-a-vis  ; that  the  same  should  be  recorded  as  it  is 

spoken by the child in presence of his parents or any other person in 

whom the  child  has  trust  or  confidence  ; that  whenever  there  is  a 

problem of medium of conversation then a  Magistrate or  the police 

officer can take assistance of a translator or an interpreter to get the 

meaning  of  the  statement  of  the  child  and  in  such  a  situation  the 

translator  or  the  interpreter  must  be  having  such  qualification  and 

experience as are necessary for translating or interpreting the statement 

of  the  child  correctly  and  properly  ; that  in  case  a  child  is  found 

suffering from any mental or physical disability, may be an acute or a 

chronic one, then in that case the Magistrate or the police officer may 

seek  assistance  of  a  special  educator  or  any  other  person  who  is 

acquainted with such manner of communication as it is required to be 

established ; that the Magistrate or the police officer would ensure the 
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recording of such statement of a child through audio-video electronic 

means. 

9. Section  33  of  the  Act,  sub-sections  (1)  to  (6),  (8)  &  (9) 
pertaining to Procedure and Powers of Special Court :-

(1) A Special  Court  may  take  cognizance  of  any  offence, 

without the accused being committed to it for trial, upon receiving a 

complaint  of  facts  which  constitute  such  offence,  or  upon  a  police 

report of such facts.

(2) The Special Public Prosecutor, or as the case may be, the 

counsel  appearing  for  the  accused  shall,  while  recording  the 

examination-in-chief, cross-examination or re-examination of the child, 

communicate the questions to be put to the child to the Special Court 

which shall in turn put those questions to the child.

(3) The Special  Court may, if  it  considers necessary, permit 

frequent breaks for the child during the trial.

(4) The Special Court shall create a child-friendly atmosphere 

by allowing a  family member,  a guardian,  a friend or  a  relative,  in 

whom the child has trust or confidence, to be present in the court.

(5) The Special Court shall ensure that the child is not called 

repeatedly to testify in the court.

(6) The Special Court shall not permit aggressive questioning 

or character assassination of the child and ensure that dignity of the 

child is maintained at all times during the trial.

(7) ----------------- .

(8)  In appropriate cases, the Special Court may, in addition to 

the  punishment,  direct  payment  of  such  compensation  as  may  be 

prescribed to the child for any physical or mental trauma caused to him 

or for immediate rehabilitation of such child.

(9) Subject to the provisions of this Act, a Special Court shall, 

for the purpose of the trial of any offence under this Act, have all the 

powers of a Court of Session and shall try such offence as if it were a 
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Court  of  Session,  and  as  far  as  may  be,  in  accordance  with  the 

procedure  specified  in  the  Code  of  Criminal  Procedure,  1973 (2  of 

1974) for trial before a Court of Session.

10. Section 34 of the Act, Procedure in case of commission of  

offence by child and determination of age by Special Court :-

(1) Where any offence under this Act is committed by a child, 

such child shall  be dealt  with under the provisions of 1[the Juvenile 

Justice (Care and Protection of Children) Act, 2015 (2 of 2016)].

(2) If any question arises in any proceeding before the Special 

Court  whether  a  person  is  a  child  or  not,  such  question  shall  be 

determined by the Special Court after satisfying itself about the age of 

such  person  and  it  shall  record  in  writing  its  reasons  for  such 

determination.

(3) No order made by the Special Court shall be deemed to be 

invalid  merely  by  any  subsequent  proof  that  the  age  of  a  person 

determined by it under sub-section (2) was not the correct age of that 

person.

11. Section 35 of  the  Act,  Period for recording of  evidence of 
child and disposal of case :-

(1) The evidence of the child shall be recorded within a period 

of thirty days of the Special Court taking cognizance of the offence and 

reasons for delay, if any, shall be recorded by the Special Court.

(2) The  Special  Court  shall  complete  the  trial,  as  far  as 

possible, within a period of one year from the date of taking cognizance 

of the offence.

12. Section 36 of the Act, Child not to see accused at the time of 
testifying :-

(1) The  Special  Court  shall  ensure  that  the  child  is  not 

exposed in  any way to  the  accused at  the time of  recording of  the 

evidence,  while  at  the  same time  ensuring that  the  accused  is  in  a 
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position to hear the statement of the child and communicate with his 

advocate.

(2) For the purposes of sub-section (1), the Special Court may 

record  the  statement  of  a  child  through  video  conferencing  or  by 

utilising single visibility mirrors or curtains or any other device.

13. Section 37 of the Act, Trials to be conducted in camera :-

The Special Court shall try cases in camera and in the presence 

of the parents of the child or any other person in whom the child has 

trust or confidence:

Provided that where the Special Court is of the opinion that the 

child  needs to  be examined at  a place other  than the court,  it  shall 

proceed to issue a commission in accordance with the provisions of 

section 284 of the Code of Criminal Procedure, 1973 (2 of 1974). 

14. Section 38 of  the  Act,  Assistance  of  interpreter or expert  
while recording evidence of child :-

(1) wherever necessary, the Court may take the assistance of a 

translator or interpreter having such qualifications, experience and on 

payment  of  such  fees  as  may  be  prescribed,  while  recording  the 

evidence of the child.

(2) If a child has a mental or physical disability, the Special 

Court  may  take  the  assistance  of  a  special  educator  or  any  person 

familiar with the manner of communication of the child or an expert in 

that  field, having such qualifications,  experience and on payment of 

such fees as may be prescribed to record the evidence of the child.

15. Rule 7 of the Act (Compensation) :-

(1) To be paid by Central or State Govt. on recommendation 

of Special Court  on its own or application of victim/parents/guardian.

(2) Interim compensation ordered by Special  Court  to meet 

immediate needs of relief/rehabilitation at any stage after registration of 

FIR to adjust against final compensation.
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(3) Compensation  may  be  recommended  for  award  on 

conviction or discharge or acquittal of accused/accused not traced or 

identified, when Special Court opines that child has suffered loss/injury 

due to offence.

(4) The State Government shall pay the compensation ordered 

by the Special Court within 30 days of receipt of such order.

16. Factors for consideration for compensation :-

(1) Type and gravity of abuse and harm/injury suffered.

(2) Expenditure likely/incurred on medical treatment.

(3) Loss of educational opportunity/employment suffered.

(4) Relationship of child to offender.

(5) Single instance of abuse/abuse over a period of time.

(6) Whether child contracted STD/HIV/AIDS due to offence.

(7) Disability suffered due to offence

(8) Financial condition of victim/victim's family to determine 

rehabilitation.

(9) Any other relevant factor.

17. Compensation under various schemes,  as per the date on  

which the case is reported :-

As  per  the  letter  No.5259-5335(LO)/2020/MS/HALSA dated 

27.07.2020 written by The Learned Member Secretary, Haryana State 

Legal  Service  Authority  to  all  the  District  & Sessions  Judges-cum-

Chairpersons DLSA, all the Chief Judicial Magistrates-cum-Secretaries 

DLSA and all the Additional Civil Judges-cum-Chairpersons SDLSA, 

the  cases  reported  between  02.10.2018 to 31.05.2020 shall  be dealt 

with  in  the  light  of  order  dated  05.09.2018  passed  by  the  Hon’ble 

Supreme Court of India in W.P. (C) No. 565 of 2012 titled as ‘Nipun 

Saxena & Anr. Vs. Union of India’ and the cases reported on or after 

01.06.2020 shall  be  dealt  in  accordance  with  the  newly  Victim 

Compensation Scheme, 2020 (Part-I & Part-II). 

In  “Nipun Sexena & Anr. Vs.  Union of India & Ors.  Writ 

Petition  (C)  No.565  of  2012”,  Hon'ble  Supreme  Court  of  India 
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observed in order dated 5.9.2018 that still no provision has been made 

to prescribe the amount of compensation and as such made the NALSA 

Scheme applicable to POCSO Act cases w.e.f. 2.10.2018. 

In  Clause 7  of  the  National  Legal  Services  Authority’s 

Compensation  Scheme  for  Women  Victims/Survivors  of  Sexual 

Assault/other Crimes-2018 (in short “NALSA’s Compensation Scheme-

2018”),  it has been stated that  SLSA (State Legal Services Authority) 

or DLSA (District Legal Services Authority) may award compensation 

to  the  victim  or  her  dependents  to  the  extent  as  specified  in  the 

Schedule attached hereto.   In Clause 9 (3) of the  aforesaid  NALSA’s 

Compensation  Scheme-2018,  it  is  stated  that  in  case  the  victim  is 

minor, the limit of compensation shall  be deemed to be 50% higher 

than the amount mentioned in the Schedule appended to this chapter. In 

the said appended Schedule  of  the  aforesaid  NALSA’s Compensation 

Scheme-2018, at Sr.No.3 it is stated that in case of rape, minimum limit 

of compensation is Rs.4 Lakh and the upper limit of compensation is 7 

Lakh. In Clause 8 (1) to (13) of the aforesaid NALSA’s Compensation 

Scheme-2018,  the  relevant  factors  to  be  considered  while  awarding 

compensation by the Special Court or by SLSA or DLSA have been 

defined in detail. 

18. Important Judgments :-

(i) “State  of  U.P.  v.  Krishna  Master  &  Ors.”,  2010(3) 

R.C.R.(Criminal) 843, in which the Hon’ble Supreme Court held that 

……  "there is no principle of law that it is inconceivable that a child of  

tender age would not be able to recapitulate the facts in his memory. A child  

is always receptive to abnormal events which take place in his life and would  

never forget those events for the rest of his life. The child may be able to  

recapitulate carefully and exactly when asked about the same in the future.  

In  case  the  child  explains  the  relevant  events  of  the  crime  without  

improvements  or  embellishments,  and the  same inspire  confidence of  the  

Court,  his deposition does not require any corroboration whatsoever. The  

child at a tender age is incapable of having any malice or ill will against any  

person. Therefore, there must be something on record to satisfy the Court  
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that something had gone wrong between the date of incident and recording  

evidence of the child witness due to which the witness wanted to implicate  

the accused falsely in a case of a serious nature." In the same decision, the 

Supreme Court further held  that ……  "the deposition of a child witness  

may  require  corroboration,  but  in  case  his  deposition  inspires  the  

confidence of the court and there  is  no embellishment  or improvement  

therein,  the court  may  rely  upon his  evidence.  The  evidence of  a  child  

witness  must  be  evaluated  more  carefully  with  greater  circumspection  

because  he  is  susceptible  to  tutoring.  Only  in  case  there  is  evidence  on  

record  to  show  that  a  child  has  been  tutored,  the  Court  can  reject  his  

statement partly or fully. However, an inference as to whether child has been  

tutored or not, can be drawn from the contents of his deposition"

(ii) “Sanjeev Kumar v. State (UT Administration)”,  2019 

(1) RCR (Criminal) 726, in which the Hon’ble Punjab and Haryana 

High Court in para no.9 held that …… “Furthermore,  it is well settled  

golden principle of criminal jurisprudence that mere delay in lodging of  

criminal proceedings is not taken to be fatal and the Court needs to lift the  

veil  to  see  the very  reason how it  has  come about  and whether  it  was  

justified on the part of the victim side and not an outcome of embellished  

account for a motivated cause. Learned counsel for the petitioner could not  

enliven  his  arguments  to  support  his  submissions  and  therefore,  this  

submission as such is brushed aside”

(iii) “State of Punjab Versus Gurmit Singh &  Others”, AIR 

1996  SC 1393,  which  is……...  "The  courts  should  examine  the  broader  

probabilities  of  a  case  and  not  get  swayed  by  minor  contradictions  or  

insignificant discrepancies in the statement of the prosecutrix which are not of a  

fatal nature, to trow out an otherwise reliable prosecution case. If evidence of  

the  victim inspires  confidence,  it  must  be  relied  upon  without  seeking  

corroboration of her statement in material particulars. If for some reason the  

court finds it difficult to place implicit reliance on her testimony, it may look  

for  evidence  which  may  lend  assurance  to  her  testimony,  short  of  

corroboration required  in  the case of  an accomplice. The testimony of  the  

entire case and the trial court must be alive to its responsibility and be sensitive  

while dealing with case involving sexual molestations."
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(iv) “State  of  Himachal  Pradesh  v.  Sanjay  Kumar  alias 

Sunny”, (2017) 2 SCC 51, in paragraph 31 observed that ………… "By 

now it is well settled that the testimony of a victim in cases of sexual offences is  

vital and  unless there are compelling reasons, which necessitate looking for  

corroboration of a statement, the courts should find no difficulty to act on the  

testimony of the victim of a sexual assault alone to convict the accused. No 

doubt,  her  testimony  has  to  inspire  confidence.  Seeking  corroboration  to  a  

statement before relying upon the same as a rule, in such cases, would literally  

amount to adding insult to injury. The deposition of the prosecutrix has, thus, to  

be taken as a whole.  Needless to reiterate that  the victim of rape is not an  

accomplice and her  evidence can be acted upon without  corroboration.  She  

stands at a higher pedestal than an injured witness does. If the court finds it  

difficult to accept her version, it may seek corroboration from some evidence  

which lends assurance to her version. To insist on corroboration, except in the  

rarest of rare cases, is to equate one who is a victim of the lust of another with  

an accomplice to a crime and thereby insult womanhood. It would be adding  

insult to injury to tell a woman that her claim of rape will not be believed unless  

it is corroborated in material particulars, as in the case of an accomplice to a  

crime. Why should the evidence of the girl or the woman who complains of rape  

or sexual molestation be viewed with the aid of spectacles fitted with lenses  

tinged with doubt, disbelief or suspicion?"

(v) “Jabbar v. State”, 2018 (3) RCR (Criminal) 396, in which 

the  Hon’ble  Delhi  High  Court  (DB)  held  that  ……  “C.  Protection  of  

Children  from  Sexual  Offences  Act  ,  2012  Sections  6  and  29  Sodomy  -  

Conviction -  Testimony of victim consistent in all material  particulars -  ASJ  

satisfied  herself  regarding  credibility  and  competence  of  victim  by  putting  

leading questions to him and eliciting answer thereto - In his cross examination  

Victim specifically denied suggestion of being tutored by police or parents -  

Deposition of victim stood corroborated by his parents - Fact of sodomy stood  

proved by MLC which contained comments  of  three doctors  -  Conviction of  

accused upheld”

(vi) “B.C.Deva v.  State of  Karnataka”,  (2007) 12 SCC 122, 

inspite of the fact that no injuries were found on person of the victim, yet 

finding her version to be reliable and trustworthy, upheld the conviction of 
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the accused, by observing that “13. The plea that no marks of injuries were  

found either on the person of the accused or the person of the prosecutrix, does  

not lead to any inference that the accused has not committed forcible sexual  

intercourse  on  the  prosecutrix.  Though  the  report  of  the  gynaecologist  

pertaining to the medical examination of the prosecutrix does not disclose any  

evidence of sexual intercourse, yet even in the absence of any corroboration of  

medical evidence, the oral testimony of the prosecutrix, which is found to be  

cogent, reliable, convincing and trustworthy has to be accepted."

(vii) “Shivchand  Pran  Bansode  v.  State  of  Maharashtra”, 

(Bombay) (Nagpur Bench) : Law Finder Doc Id # 1697615, 2020 (1) 

AIR Bom.R (Cri.) 702, in which in para no.27, it has been held that ….. 

“27. On scrutiny of the entire prosecution case, I am of the opinion that merely 

because the corroborative piece of evidence i.e. Chemical Analyser’s reports  

are  not  positive,  that  will  not  permit  the  Court  to  disbelieve  the  entire  

prosecution case, especially when the evidence of the victim girl is found to be  

trustworthy,  inspiring  confidence  and  is  well  supported  by  the  medical  

evidence”.

(viii) Manoj Tyagi @ Monu v. State (Govt. of NCT, Delhi), Law 

Finder Doc Id # 1697718,  D/d 25.02.2020,  in which the Hon’ble Delhi 

High Court held that…….. “Protection of Children from Sexual Offences  

Act  -  A.  Protection of Children from Sexual Offences Act ,  2012 Section 12  

Sexual assault on minor child - Seemingly contradictory subsequent accounts  

to a statement made initially by the minor child is not a reason in itself to  

disbelieve both the initial or the subsequent statement of the child victim  -  

Contention  that  variant  testimonies  of  the  minor  child  set  at  naught  the  

prosecution  version  and  that  the  possibility  of  the  minor child  having  been  

tutored cannot be accepted - Conviction upheld”.

(ix) “Pashupati  Mukhiya  v.  State”,  Law  Finder  Doc  Id  # 

1717919,  2020 (2)  RCR (Criminal)  858,  in  which the  Hon’ble  Delhi 

High  Court  held  that………  “A. Protection  of  Children  from  Sexual  

Offences  Act  ,  2012  Sections  8  and  10  Minor  victim -  If  an  omission  or  

discrepancy goes to the root of the matter then the same needs to be taken into  

account - Every omission cannot take place of  a material  omission -  Minor 

contradictions and inconsistencies in the testimony of the witnesses should  
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not be a ground to plead the case of the prosecution. B. Protection of Children  

from Sexual Offences Act , 2012 Sections 8 and 10 Minor victim - Victim nine  

year  old  throughout  maintained  that  she  was  sexually  assaulted  -  Some  

discrepancies naturally creep in the statement of the witnesses when they are  

recorded at different point of time and days rather years after the incident -  

Witness may not narrate the incident in greater detail at one stage and in  

brevity at some other stage and may give more emphasis to some part of her  

testimony on different occasions when her statements are recorded  - Minor 

discrepancies or inconsistencies in the statement of the victim which do not go  

to the root of the prosecution case are immaterial”

(x) “Kamakhya Roy v. State of Assam”, Law Finder Doc Id # 

1028677,  2018 (1) NEJ,  wherein the Hon’ble Gauhati High Court held 

that……..  “B. Indian Penal Code, 1860 Sections 448 and 376 Protection of  

Children from Sexual Offences Act, 2012 Section 4 Evidence Act, 1872 Section 6  

Sexual Assault - Victim was 13 years old at time of occurrence - Her testimony 

found to be reliable - Victim as well as the informant disclosed the incident to  

their neighbours immediately after the occurrence -  Although the evidence of  

prosecution  witnesses  were  not  eye  witnesses  to  the  occurrence  but  their  

evidence has much relevancy to the fact in issue and their evidence could be  

regarded as res - gestae under Section 6 of the Evidence Act - Exclamations,  

statements  and  complaints  of  an  injured  or  complaint  of  a  raped  woman  

immediately  before,  during  or  after  the  occurrence  are  relevant  and  their  

evidence will be admissible in terms of section 6 of the Act”

(xi) “Bansari Lal v. State of Himachal Pradesh”, Law Finder 

Doc  Id  #  882073,  2016  (4)  ILR  (H.P.)  281,  in  which  the  Hon’ble 

Himachal  Pardesh  High  Court  (DB)  held  that……  “D.  Protection  of  

Children from Sexual Offences Act , 2012 Section 4 Offence under POCSO -  

Examination of witnesses - Non-association of independent witnesses , whether  

fatal to prosecution case - No contradiction found in testimonies of prosecution  

witnesses  who  were  victim  herself  and  her  mother  and  sister  -  In  cross-

examination Court did not find her testimony to have been shattered or rendered  

uninspiring in confidence - In fact she was clear, categorical and her testimony  

consistent  with  her  version  so  disclosed  to  the  Police  and  her  statement  

recorded before the Magistrate - Therefore, non-association of independent  
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witnesses would also not render the testimony of the prosecution witnesses to  

be doubtful”

(xii) “State of NCT of Delhi v. Dharmender”, Law Finder Doc 

Id # 1032683,  2018 (249) DLT 736, in which the Hon’ble Delhi High 

Court (DB) held that…….. “Criminal Procedure Code, 1973 Section 378  

Indian Penal  Code, 1860,  Section 377 -  Protection of  Children from Sexual  

Offences Act , 2012 Sections 3, 6, 5(m), 29 and 30 Appeal against acquittal -  

Allegation of threatening victim with an intention to commit unnatural offence -  

The statement  of  the victim was duly  corroborated  by his  parents  both  of  

whom testified that when the victim returned to the house in the night, he  

narrated the incident of them, where after the accused was located and police  

was called  - The statement of the victim is also corroborated by the medical  

evidence - Thus, not only there was corroboration of the statement of the child  

victim by his parents, but also by independent medical evidence - The parents  

of the child victim do not cease to be independent and competent witness ,  

merely  on  account  of  their  relationship  with  the victim -  Non-detection  of  

blood stain in the forensic examination of the jean worn by the victim does not  

destroy the case of the prosecution - The medical examination of the victim did  

find a tear/abrasion present over the left inguinal region - Thus, there was no  

scope for doubting the injuring suffered by the victim in the anal region, merely  

because blood was not detected in the jean pant of  the victim - The doctor  

opined that there was nothing to  suggest  that the accused was incapable to  

perform sexual assault under normal circumstances - Order of acquittal is set  

aside - Appellant convicted - Appeal allowed”.

(xiii) “Rinku @ Ram Prasad v. State”, Law Finder Doc Id 

# 1598974,  2019 (4) JCC 3757,  in which in para no. 18, the Hon’ble 

Delhi High Court held that……. “18. As regards the contention that had been  

raised on behalf of the prosecutrix that Ms. Z mentioned in the statement of the  

mother of the prosecutrix i.e. the counselor had not been cited as a witness nor  

examined by the Investigating Agency, it is essential to observe that as answered  

vide the CRL.REF. No.2/2016 in response to question no.1, which reads to the  

effect:- "Q.No. 1: What is the legality of recording a statement or version of the  

incident  enumerated  by a  victim of  sexual  offence by an  NGO or a private  

counsellor  and  filing  of  such  statement  or  counselling  report  along  with  a  
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charge-sheet  before  the  trial  court  under  Section  173  of  the  Cr.P.C.?  (i)  A  

statement  under  the  POCSO Act  can be made only  to  a police  officer  or a  

magistrate,  and ;  (ii)  Provisions  of  the  POCSO Act  or  the  JJ  Act  do  not  

contemplate  any  report  to  be  made  by  a  counsellor.  It  further  makes  it  

explicitly clear that counselling report/notes of the counsellor (as well as any  

person or expert recognized under the POCSO Act and Rules of 2012 and the JJ  

Act)  are confidential  in  nature and the same cannot  be made a part  of  the  

charge-sheet or otherwise on the trial court record.", it is thus apparent that the  

counseling report/notes of the counselor are confidential in nature and cannot  

be made a part of the charge sheet or otherwise in the Trial Court Record and  

thus,  in  these  circumstances,  the  non-production  of  the  counselor  as  a  

prosecution  witness  does  not  detract  from the  veracity  of  the  prosecution  

version”

(xiv) “P.  Prakash  v.  State”,  Law  Finder  Doc  Id  #  1610448, 

wherein it has been held by the Hon’ble Madras High Court that……. “D.  

Indian Penal Code, 1860 Section 366 The Protection of Children from Sexual  

Offences Act , 2012 Section 6 read with Section 18 Sexual abuse on minor girl -  

Plea of false implication - No iota of evidence furnished to show that he was  

falsely implicated in case owing to previous enmity and a mother cannot play  

with tlife of her daughter in order to gain financially or any other thing”

(xv) “K. Venkateshwarlu Versus State of  A.P.,  (2012) 8 SCC 

732012)  8  SCC  73,  wherein  it  is  held  that  the  evidence  of  the  child 

witness has to be subjected to closest scrutiny. To quote ……. “9. Several  

child  witnesses  have been relied  upon in  this  case.  The evidence of  a  child  

witness has to be subjected to closest scrutiny and can be accepted only if the  

court comes to the conclusion that the child understands the question put to him  

and he is capable of giving rational answers (see  Section 118 of the Evidence  

Act). A child witness, by reason of his tender age, is a pliable witness. He can be  

tutored  easily either  by threat,  coercion  or  inducement.  Therefore,  the  court  

must be satisfied that the attendant circumstances do not show that the child  

was acting under the influence of someone or was under a threat or coercion.  

Evidence of a child witness can be relied upon if the court, with its expertise  

and ability to evaluate the evidence, comes to the conclusion that the child is  

not tutored and his evidence has a ring of truth. It is safe and prudent to look  
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for corroboration for the evidence of a child witness from the other evidence on  

record, because while giving evidence a child may give scope to his imagination  

and exaggerate his version or may develop cold feet and not tell the truth or  

may repeat what he has been asked to say not knowing the consequences of his  

deposition in the court. Careful evaluation of the evidence of a child witness in  

the background and context of other evidence on record is a must before the  

court decides to rely upon it”.

(xvi) “Shivchand  Pran  Bansode  v.  State  of  Maharashtra”, 

(Bombay) (Nagpur Bench) : Law Finder Doc Id # 1697615, 2020 (1) 

AIR Bom.R (Cri.) 702, in which in para no.27, it has been held that ….. 

“27. On scrutiny of the entire prosecution case, I am of the opinion that merely 

because the corroborative piece of evidence i.e. Chemical Analyser’s reports  

are  not  positive,  that  will  not  permit  the  Court  to  disbelieve  the  entire  

prosecution case, especially when the evidence of the victim girl is found to be  

trustworthy,  inspiring  confidence  and  is  well  supported  by  the  medical  

evidence”.

(xvii) “State of M.P Versus Najab Khan and Others”, 2013 Crl. 

LJ 3951 (SC) held that……. “In operating the sentencing system, law should  

adopt the corrective machinery or deterrence based on factual matrix. The facts  

and the given circumstances in each case, nature of crime, the manner in which  

it was planned and committed, the motive for commission of crime, the conduct  

of  the  accused,  the  nature  of  the  weapons  used  and  all  other  attending  

circumstances  are  relevant  facts  which  would  enter  into  the  area  of  

consideration, undue sympathy to impose inadequate sentence would do more  

harm to the justice system and undermine the public confidence in the efficiency  

of law. It is the duty of every court to award proper sentence having regard to  

the  nature  of  the  offence  and  the  manner  in  which  it  was  executed  or  

committed. The court must not only keep in view the rights of the victim of the  

crime,  but  also  the  society  at  large  while  considering  the  imposition  of  

appropriate punishment”.

(xviii) “Ravi S/o Ashok Ghumare Versus State of Maharashtra”, 

2019 AIR SC 5170, describing the sentencing policy, in paras no. 50-52, 

emphasized that…….“50.  It  is  noteworthy that  the  object  and purpose of  

determining quantum of sentence has to be 'society centric'  without being  
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influenced by a 'judge's' own views, for society is the biggest stake holder in  

the administration of criminal justice system. A civic society has a 'fundamental'  

and 'human' right to live free from any kind of psycho fear, threat, danger or  

insecurity at the hands of anti-social elements. The society legitimately expects  

the Courts to apply doctrine of proportionality and impose suitable and deterent  

punishment  that  commensurate(s)  with  the  gravity  of  offence.  51.  Equally  

important is the stand-point of a 'victim' which includes his/her guardian or  

legal heirs as defined in Section 2(wa), Cr.P.C. For long, the criminal law had  

been  viewed  on  a  dimensional  plane  wherein  the  Courts  were  required  to  

adjudicate between the accused and the State. The 'victim'- the de facto sufferer  

of a crime had no say in the adjudicatory process and was made to sit outside  

the  court  as  a mute spectator.  The ethos  of  criminal  justice  dispensation  to  

prevent and punish 'crime' would surreptitiously turn its back on the 'victim' of  

such crime whose cries went unheard for centuries in the long corridors of the  

conventional apparatus. A few limited rights, including to participate in the trial  

have now been bestowed on a 'victim' in India by the Act No. 5 of 2009 whereby  

some  pragmatic  changes  in  Cr.P.C.  have  been  made.  52.  The  Sentencing 

Policy, therefore, needs to strike a balance between the two sides and count  

upon the  twin  test  of  (i)  deterrent  effect,  or  (ii)  complete  reformation  for  

integration of the offender in civil society. Where the Court is satisfied that  

there  is  no  possibility  of  reforming the  offender,  the  punishments  before  all  

things, must be befitting the nature of crime and deterrent with an explicit aim  

to make an example out of the evil-doer and a warning to those who are still  

innocent. There is no gainsaying that the punishment is a reflection of societal  

morals. The subsistence of capital punishment proves that there are certain acts  

which  the  society  so essentially  abhores  that  they justify  the  taking of  most  

crucial of the rights - the right to life”.

(xix) “Hemudan Banbha Gadhvi v. The State of Gujarat”, 

2018 (2) SCC Online 1688, wherein the Hon’ble Apex Court held 

in paras no. 8 to 11  that………… “8. The family of the prosecutrix was  

poor. She was one of the five siblings. The assault upon her took place while she  

had  taken the  buffalos  for  grazing.  Her  deposition  was recorded nearly  six  

months after the occurrence. We find no infirmity in the reasoning of the High  

Court that it was sufficient time and opportunity for the accused to win over the  
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prosecutrix and PW1 by a settlement through coercion, intimidation, persuasion  

and undue influence. The mere fact that PW2 may have turned hostile, is not  

relevant and does not efface the evidence with regard to the sexual assault  

upon  her  and  the  identification  of  the  appellant  as  the  perpetrator. The 

observations with regard to hostile witnesses and the duty of the court in State v.  

Sanjeev Nanda, 2012 (8) SCC 450 are also considered relevant in the present  

context: "101.....if a witness becomes hostile to subvert the judicial process, the  

court shall not stand as a mute spectator and every effort should be made to  

bring home the truth. Criminal justice system cannot be overturned by those  

gullible witnesses who act under pressure, inducement or intimidation. Further,  

Section 193 I.P.C. imposes punishment for giving false evidence but is seldom  

invoked." 9. A criminal trial is but a quest for truth. The nature of enquiry and  

evidence required will  depend on the facts of each case. The presumption of  

innocence will have to be balanced with the rights of the victim, and above all  

the societal interest for preservation of the rule of law. Neither the accused nor  

the victim can be permitted to subvert a criminal trial by stating falsehood and  

resort to contrivances, so as to make it the theatre of the absurd. Dispensation  

of  justice  in  a  criminal  trial  is  a  serious  matter  and  cannot  be  allowed  to  

become  a  mockery  by  simply  allowing  prime  prosecution  witnesses  to  turn  

hostile as a ground for acquittal, as observed in Zahira Habibullah Sheikh v.  

State  of  Gujarat,  (2006)  3  SCC 374  and  Mahila  Vinod  Kumari  v.  State  of  

Madhya Pradesh, (2008) 8 SCC 34. If the medical evidence had not confirmed  

sexual  assault  on  the  prosecutrix,  the  T.I.P.  and  identification  therein  were  

doubtful,  corroborative  evidence  was  not  available,  entirely  different  

considerations may have arisen. 10. It would indeed be a travesty of justice in  

the peculiar facts of the present case if the appellant were to be acquitted merely  

because the prosecutrix turned hostile and failed to identify the appellant in the  

dock, in view of the other overwhelming evidence available. In Iqbal v. State of  

U.P.,  2015  (6)  SCC  623,  it  was  observed  as  follows:  "15.  Evidence  of  

identification  of  the  miscreants  in  the  test  identification  parade  is  not  a  

substantive evidence. Conviction cannot be based solely on the identity of the  

dacoits by the witnesses in the test identification parade. The prosecution has to  

adduce substantive evidence by establishing incriminating evidence connecting  

the accused with the crime, like recovery of articles which are the subject matter  
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of dacoity and the alleged weapons used in the commission of the offence." 11. 

The  corroboration  of  the  identification  in  T.I.P is  to  be  found  in  the  

medical  report  of  the  prosecutrix  considered  in  conjunction  with  the  

semen found on the clothes of the prosecutrix and the appellant belonging  

to the Group  B of the appellant.  The vaginal smear and vaginal swab  

have also confirmed the presence of semen. A close analysis of the facts  

and circumstances of the case, and the nature of the evidence available  

unequivocally  establishes  the  appellant  as  the  perpetrator  of  sexual  

assault on the prosecutrix. The serologist report was an expert opinion  

under Section 45 of the Evidence Act,1872 and was therefore admissible  

in evidence without being marked an exhibit  formally or having to be  

proved by oral evidence”.

(xx) “Rajinder  Kumar  Versus  State  of  Himachal 

Pradesh”, 2019 Cr.L.J 2839, wherein in para no. 27 the Hon’ble 

Himachal  Pradesh  High  Court  (DB)  held  that…………. “27. No 

doubt, the prosecutrix and her mother PW-2 Meeran Devi turned hostile  

to the prosecution, however, as per the legal position well settled at this  

stage, that part of the statement of a hostile witness which supports the  

prosecution case if inspires confidence can be relied upon. Since in the  

case  in  hand,  the  prosecutrix  has  admitted  her  signature  on  the  

identification memo Ext. PW-1/A and also that the statement Ext. PW-1/B  

was made and signed by her in the Court, lead to the only conclusion that  

she has supported the prosecution case on all material aspects and also  

that she has been subjected to sexual intercourse by the accused because  

it is so recorded in both the documents referred to hereinabove. Learned  

trial Judge, as such, has rightly concluded that  the hostile statement of  

the prosecutrix and her mother cannot be taken as ground to disbelieve  

the prosecution story especially when the scientific investigation and the  

link  evidence  available  on  record  connect  the  accused  with  the  

commission of offence. It is worth mentioning that the evidence as has  

come on record  by way of  the testimony of  official  witnesses supplies  

necessary links  in  support  of  the  prosecution case,  because PW-5 HC  

Mohinder Singh, the then MHC, Police Station Ghumarwin has supported  

the prosecution case qua the case property deposited with him and the  
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same  later  on  was  forwarded  by  him  to  FSL.  There  is  nothing  to  

disbelieve his version as has come on record. PW-4 HHC Dinesh Chand  

has supported the prosecution case qua the case property i.e. one vial  

duly sealed in a parcel deposited by him in RFSL at Mandi vide RC No.  

103/14. PW- 6 LC Anita Devi has deposed that the samples preserved by  

the doctor and handed over to her were given by her to ASI Sita Ram. She  

remained  on  duty  with  the  prosecutrix  during  her  hospitalization  on  

8/9.6.2014 in the hospital at Bilaspur. The case property was handed over  

to  PW-7  Const.  Suneel  Kumar  vide  RC  No.  226/14  and  as  per  his  

statement, he deposited the same in safe condition in SFSL, Junga. PW-13  

SI Mehar Singh has obtained the extract of birth register Ext. PW-3/A and  

the date of birth certificate Ext. PW- 3/B from PW-3 Ravinder Kumar,  

Secretary  Gram  Panchayat,  Kothi.  PW-19  ASI  Kewal  Singh  has  

investigated the case.  On receipt of the FSL report Ext. PW-9/D from  

SFSL, Junga, according to which the prosecutrix and the accused were  

found to be the biological mother and father of the still born child, the 

accused  was  arrested  by this  witness  after  interrogation.  He has  also  

prepared the memo Ext. PW- 1/A on identification of the room where the  

prosecutrix was subjected to sexual intercourse by the accused thrice on  

the identification given by her. It is he who moved to the Medical Officer  

for conducting medical examination of the accused and obtained the MLC  

Ext.  PW-8/B  as  per  which  the  accused  was  found  to  be  capable  of  

committing sexual intercourse.  PW-26 Minakshi Kanwar has made the  

application to the police”.

---------------------------------------------------


